
Weekly Highlights
Week Four - Monday 21st To Friday 25th February

Cricket
We have seen a great start to the cricket
season with both teams winning their
first games of the season this week. The
boys’ 1st X1 defeated St Paul’s on
Saturday. The highlights were Max
Cornes scoring a magnificent 60 runs
and Henry Murchie scoring 40 runs and
taking 3 catches, while Hamish Raine
took 3 wickets. For our girls and their win
over Hillcrest, the experience of captain
Molly Fox was on show with her glorious
strokeplay, while Olivia Kurth took two
wickets. Debutants Lylah Andrews, Katie
Raine and Kyla Pendergrast played a
strong game.

Education Outside The Classroom
On Tuesday the Year 13 Biology class
went to Kaniwhaniwha Reserve to
investigate the abundance of different
invertebrates in the stream in order to
gain 4 NCEA credits by carrying out a
practical investigation. These species
included Mayfly and Stonefly Nymphs,
Dobsonfly and Caddisfly Larvae (various
species) and even snails. Students also
examined which environmental variables
might be having an effect on their
abundance in different locations within
the stream; this meant students
measured the water clarity, the velocity
and the depth of various sites within the
stream. Although species were not in
high abundance anywhere in the stream,
the Year 13 Biologists now have data to
process to gain the credits on offer.

Swimming Sports
There is always much anticipation and
excitement for the annual Swimming
Sports.  It was great to have the
exclusive use of the whole complex
which meant all students wanting to
participate could regardless of
vaccination status.  Students had a
beautiful 24 degrees to compete in this
year which encouraged high
participation rates. Eveleigh were the
house to beat with a strong field of
quality swimmers.



3000m
A barmy 30 degrees did not stop our
keen runners getting out on the track to
compete in the 3000 metres on Tuesday.
Henry Murchie, pictured, once again
showed his class with a blistering time of
12.23 for his 3 kilometres. Eveleigh
dominated the girls with Junior runner
Lylah Andrews and Intermediate runner
Kiera Mansell winning their respective
age groups and gaining valuable points
for their House.

Celebration Assembly
Here at the College it is critically
important that we recognise and
celebrate the outstanding things that our
students accomplish both inside and
outside of the classroom to motivate
them, build their confidence and
reinforce the connection between effort
and achievement.  Friday’s Celebration
Assembly recognised those students
who gained Merit and Excellence NCEA
Certificate and Course Endorsements.
A recording of the Assembly is available
for viewing on Facebook.

Youth Parliament
On Wednesday afternoon Student
Leader Kahurangi Katipa-Maikuku met
with Taranaki / King Country Labour MP,
Angela Roberts for the first time since
being elected for Youth Parliament in
2021. Kahurangi will represent Angela
Roberts as a youth MP with a six month
tenure starting in March.  Kahurangi will
also attend Youth Parliament over two
days in July. It is an exciting time for all
our youth in the community and around
the King Country to have a voice on
what matters to them. Kahurangi is
grateful for the opportunity as she
navigates something new and looks
forward to different experiences.


